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Abstract: In this study, a minimum amount of required propellant was calculated by analyzing the
sequence with various re-entry conditions. This study aims to obtain data related to variation in
trajectory and required propellant weight according to various re-entry scenarios. The drag coefficient
at various altitudes, velocities, and thrust was calculated through numerical simulations to raise
the reliability of the results. The calculation results were compared to the optimal values extracted
from the genetic algorithm. It was observed that the duration of the entry-burn phase is dominant to
the total required propellant weight. As a general tendency, high entry-burn starting altitude, high
ending Mach number, and low landing-burn starting thrust make the required propellant weight
low. However, if the entry-burn ending condition is set to the Mach number, it is necessary to select
an appropriate re-entry condition. Additionally, from comparisons with the optimized results, it
was confirmed that accurate calculation of the drag coefficient is important to succeed a soft landing
of RLV.

Keywords: reusable launch vehicle; retropropulsion; re-entry; trajectory

1. Introduction

With increasing interest in space development and exploration, the satellite market, as
well as the demand for space launch vehicles essential for satellite launch, has also been
growing. The increase in the demand for launch vehicles has led to a request to reduce the
launch cost. Among the various methods proposed for reducing the launch cost, the most
considerable cost reduction can be achieved using the vehicle reuse technology, which
recovers and reuses vehicles. Currently, the Falcon 9 launch vehicle, developed by SpaceX
in the United States, is the only successful commercialization and in operation. The Falcon
9 heavy launch vehicle aims to reduce the launch cost by up to 50 million USD [1].

To apply the reuse technology, it is necessary to grasp the operation concept of a
reusable launch vehicle (RLV). An RLV using retropropulsion technology was launched
with an extra propellant for retropropulsion. Because this leads to a weight loss of the
payload or reduction in the satellite target orbit, it is vital to minimize the amount of pro-
pellant required for retropropulsion by establishing an optimal re-entry operation concept
and method. In advanced countries, trajectory optimization and re-entry technology for
RLVs are being actively researched.

Trajectory optimization is mainly targeted at space vehicles in space shuttles. Various
techniques in terms of control were proposed, and performance analyses have been per-
formed according to changes in the optimization method [2–9]. In terms of the re-entry
technology, the flow characteristics during re-entry have also been widely studied. These
studies were mainly related to Mars re-entry, and relatively recent studies have been con-
ducted on Falcon 9. Berry et al. [9] and McDaniel et al. [10] observed the deceleration
effect upon entering Mars according to various variables such as nozzle position, angle,
and injection pressure. They analyzed the nozzle conditions capable of deceleration by
retropropulsion. Based on previous studies, Edquist et al. [11,12] proposed a supersonic
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retropropulsion technology for landing on Mars with a heavier payload and analyzed the
acting force through transient computational simulations by applying the actual shape
of Falcon 9 to the vehicle. Brandt [13] observed the nozzle flow and pressure distribu-
tion generated during retropropulsion, assuming the falling of the space launch vehicle.
Horvath et al. [14] observed the heat distribution of the flow around a launch vehicle by
photographing infrared rays. Ecker et al. [15] numerically analyzed the thermal load upon
the re-entry of a vehicle.

However, to develop a space launch vehicle that applies the reuse technology, it is
necessary to obtain accurate data regarding the results obtained from various re-entry
scenarios and estimate the amount of propellant required. In this regard, for ease of
interpretation, most previous studies have assumed that the drag coefficient acting on the
vehicle upon re-entry is an approximately constant value. However, when the vehicle
re-enters, the drag and force acting on the vehicle vary depending on the altitude and
velocity as well as whether the retropropulsion is on or off [15]. This can significantly affect
the velocity increment and altitude change. Therefore, higher reliability can be secured
by accurately calculating and applying the generated force, including drag, to the aircraft
according to the flight conditions when falling.

In this study, the re-entry operation concept was established as fundamental research
on the re-entry vehicle reuse technology. The minimum required propellant weight was
calculated by analyzing the sequence for each re-entry condition. By applying the specifi-
cations to the test vehicle on which the flight test was performed, controllable variables
were selected among various re-entry conditions. From the sequence analysis, the re-entry
conditions under which landing with the minimum propellant weight was achieved were
derived. The drag force was accurately derived according to the altitude and Mach number
and applied through computational simulations. The calculated trajectory results and
propellant weight were compared to the optimized values extracted from the optimization
process using the genetic algorithm.

2. Sequence for Computing Minimum Propellant Weight
2.1. Operational Concept of RLV

For the development of an RLV, it is necessary to establish an operational concept
and a re-entry sequence. The re-entry sequence for Falcon 9, the only commercial RLV
currently in operation, comprises boostback-burn, entry-burn, free-fall flight, and landing-
burn phases. In the boostback-burn phase, a falling direction of the vehicle is altered to
head toward the recovery point. In the entry-burn phase, retropropulsion is performed
with a maximum thrust to obtain the maximum deceleration effect at high altitudes. In
the free-fall flight phase after the entry-burn phase, natural deceleration by drag occurs.
Finally, the landing-burn phase is aimed at soft landing. The operational concept of RLV is
typically divided into ground and ocean landings. The boostback-burn phase is omitted
in ocean landing because the first stage is recovered on the ocean barge near the expected
fall point.

Figure 1 shows the basic operational concept. In this study, detailed re-entry sequences
were established by referring to the ocean landing of the Falcon 9 vehicle.
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A Korean engine test vehicle, which has a thrust of 75 tonf, was selected as the launch
vehicle for the analysis. The initial altitude and velocity of the basic sequence 1© were
based on the flight results of the test vehicle. However, while the exact maximum altitude
and range were disclosed, the flight velocity remained unknown. Thus, the velocity at the
maximum altitude was estimated through a 3 Degree of Freedom (DOF) motion analysis.
The maximum altitude was calculated as 209 km and the velocity at the maximum altitude
was 1042.7 m/s.

The retropropulsion is the only factor that the energy consumption occurs in the
re-entry sequence. The retropropulsion is operated twice generally: Entry-burn and
Landing-burn. The energy(propellant) consumption is determined by thrust and duration
of each retropropulsion phase, and the duration is controlled by the starting and ending
condition of each phase. Various parameters can be regarded as the starting and ending
conditions, but the parameters related to vehicle operation directly are altitude and velocity.
As a result, in this study, the required propellant weight was calculated with the starting
altitude and ending Mach number of the entry-burn phase and the landing-burn starting
thrust as the re-entry condition variables. The RLV can land without the entry-burn phase
through a natural deceleration with drag force theoretically, but it is impractical in that
it may cause harmful damage to the vehicle by aerodynamic heating. For that reason, it
makes sense to achieve adequate deceleration through entry burning. The variable values
about re-entry condition were selected by referring to the re-entry data of the Falcon 9
vehicle released online, which is based on the entry-burn starting altitude of 60 km and
the entry-burn ending Mach number of 3.0. The landing-burn starting thrust was set to
1–10 tonf. Table 1 shows the values for each variable. The starting altitude of the landing-
burn phase for sequence 4© in Figure 1 was set to an altitude of 3 km by referring to various
Falcon 9 re-entry sequences published online [16–18].

Table 1. Parameters for controlling the re-entry condition.

Parameters Values

Entry-burn starting altitude [km] 40, 60, 80
Entry-burn ending Mach number 2.0, 3.0, 4.0

Landing-burn starting thrust [tonf] 1.0–10.0

Table 2 presents the basic input values, including the specifications of the test vehi-
cle [19,20] and the physical properties of kerosene combustion gas. The combustion gas
properties derived through the NASA CEA program were set to remain constant by fixing
the combustion gas temperature regardless of the thrust.

Table 2. Specification and gas properties.

Parameters Values

Specification of Launch Vehicle

Max. Diameter [m] 2.6
Length [m] 25.8

Nozzle exit diameter [m] 1.048
Nozzle expansion ratio 12.0

Nozzle exit Mach number 3.35
Dry weight [t] 5.3

Gas Properties of Combustion Gas

Specific heat [J/kg-K] 4838.0
Molecular weight [kg/kmol] 376.20

Dynamic viscosity [Pa-s] 1.0706 × 10−4

Thermal conductivity [W/m-K] 1.1441

2.2. Procedure of Re-Entry Sequence

The trajectory calculation only considered the falling motion of the vehicle. Because
the effect of the angle of attack was relatively insignificant, it was assumed to be zero in the
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related previous studies [15]. The equations of motion can be expressed as Equations (1)–(4),
which represent the velocity, flight path angle, altitude, and propellant mass, respectively.
The flight path angle is the angle between the horizontal and velocity vectors, which
describes whether the vehicle is climbing or descending. The U.S. Standard Atmosphere
data were applied to the density and temperature changes with altitude [21].

dV
dt

=
T̃ cos α − D

md + mp
− g sin γ (1)

dγ

dt
=

T̃ sin α + L(
md + mp

)
V

− g cos γ

V
+

V cos γ

r
(2)

dh
dt

= V sin γ (3)

dmp

dt
= − T̃

ue
(4)

2.2.1. Entire Calculation Process

In this study, the bisection method was used to find a minimum propellant weight. The
bisection method is a successive approximation method that finds the root of continuous
function through repeatedly bisecting the interval. The method solves the equation f (x) = 0
numerically, where f (x) is a function defined over the interval [a, b] and where f (a) and
f (b) have opposite signs. At each iteration, the method divides the interval by midpoint
c = (a + b)/2 and solve the equation to obtain a solution f (c). If f (a) and f (c) have opposite
signs, the method sets c as the new value for b, and if f (b) and f (c) have opposite signs,
then the method sets c as the new a. If convergence is satisfied, the iteration stops and the
method return the output value c.

For using the bisection method, the function and interval should be set. The entire
calculation process composed of the entry-burn and free-flight phase module and the
landing-burn modules was used as the function. The lower and upper bound of the
propellant weight was applied to the interval of the function. The return value of the
calculation process is set to +1 or −1 according to the success or failure of landing. The
criterion of convergence is that an error between the propellant weight that is set to each
interval (a, b) is lower than tolerance value. Figure 2 shows the entire calculation process
with the bisection method.

2.2.2. Entry-Burn and Free-Fall Flight Modules

The entry-burn module aims to obtain the residual propellant amount after passing
through the entry-burn and free-fall flight phases with the re-entry condition from a given
initial propellant amount. Figure 3 shows the calculation process of the entry-burn and
free-fall flight modules.

Tables 3 and 4 present the fixed input values and variables of the entry-burn module,
respectively. The free fall starts from the initial velocity and altitude, as presented in Table 4,
where the initial flight path angle is set to zero to assume a state horizontal to the ground.
Based on the atmospheric density and temperature according to the altitude, the drag acting
on the vehicle is calculated. The entry-burn phase starts when altitude reaches the value
listed in Table 4. In the entry-burn phase, the engine thrust maintains a maximum thrust of
75 tonf to achieve maximum deceleration. In the free-fall flight phase after the entry-burn
phase, natural deceleration is performed by drag. Therefore, both thrust and drag are
considered within the entry-burn phase when calculating the acceleration of the vehicle.
However, only drag is acted except at the entry-burn phase so that the natural deceleration
is performed by drag. The drag is calculated based on the atmospheric density and the
vehicle’s velocity, and the drag coefficient is calculated by conducting computational
simulations. The changes in velocity, flight path angle, altitude, and propellant mass are
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updated through the calculated acceleration. The calculation process is repeated until a
landing-burn starting altitude of 3 km is satisfied. If the landing-burn starting altitude is
satisfied, the calculation ends, and the output value is obtained.
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Table 3. Input data for the entry-burn and free-flight modules.

Parameter Value

Initial velocity [m/s] 1042.7
Initial altitude [km] 209.0

Initial flight path angle [deg] 0.0
Dry weight [t] 5.3

Entry-burn thrust [tonf] 75.0
Landing-burn starting altitude [km] 3.0

Table 4. Input and output parameters of the entry-burn and free-flight modules.

Input
Entry-burn starting altitude

Entry-burn ending Mach number
Total propellant weight

Output
Entry-burn residual propellent weight

Landing-burn starting velocity
Landing-burn starting flight path angle

2.2.3. Landing-Burn Module

The calculation process for the landing-burn module is illustrated in Figure 4. This
module aims to allow the vehicle to land softly, which ensures that the altitude and velocity
simultaneously meet the value of zero. The landing-burn module executes the calculation
by applying the output value of the entry-burn module as an input value. The thrust in
the landing-burn phase varies through the quadratic function according to the analysis
result obtained for the Falcon 9 vehicle [22]. However, in this study, an appropriate thrust
throttling rate that satisfies the minimum propellant weight is calculated by assuming that
the thrust takes the form of a linear equation considering the calculation cost. The analysis
process of the landing-burn module presented in Figure 4 can be described as follows.

The acceleration is calculated using the initial thrust and drag at the initial altitude
and velocity. The changes in the velocity, altitude, and propellant weight are sequentially
updated, and an iterative calculation is performed until either the velocity or altitude meets
zero. Let us assume that the velocity is zero, whereas the altitude exceeds zero. In this
case, the acceleration should be lowered so that the velocity decreases slowly, which can be
satisfied by reducing the thrust throttling rate. In contrast, when the altitude is zero but
the velocity is higher, the thrust throttling rate should be increased to reduce the velocity
more rapidly, which is possible only when the residual propellant is present, because it
simultaneously increases the propellant’s consumption. Therefore, if the altitude is zero
and the velocity is higher, but there is no remaining propellant, it is judged as a landing
failure. Finally, if the velocity and altitude meet the value of zero simultaneously, it is
judged as a landing success, in which the remaining propellant weight and thrust throttling
rate are obtained. Table 5 shows the input and output variables of the landing-burn module.

Table 5. Input and output parameters of the landing-burn modules.

Input

Entry-burn residual propellent weight
Landing-burn starting velocity

Landing-burn starting flight path angle
Landing-burn starting thrust

Output
Landing-burn residual propellant weight

Landing-burn thrust throttling rate
Landing-burn ending thrust
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3. Calculation of Drag Coefficient through CFD

In most previous studies, the drag coefficient of the vehicle was considered constant.
However, in the re-entry sequence, the altitude and velocity continuously change and
retropropulsion is performed for deceleration. Because the vehicle is operated at supersonic
velocity in the entry-burn and free-fall flight phases, a strong shockwave is generated
in front of the nozzle exit. At this moment, if a flow is injected from the nozzle for
retropropulsion, a very complex flowfield is formed owing to the interaction between the
shock wave and nozzle flow, which induces a change in the force acting on the surface and
the drag coefficient. Therefore, to apply an accurate drag value, it is necessary to consider
the drag coefficient with the altitude, velocity, and presence or absence of the thrust. In
this study, numerical simulations were performed to calculate the drag coefficient under
various conditions, including the entry-burn, free-fall flight, and landing-burn phases. The
geometry of the test launch vehicle was applied, and detailed specifications were referred
to from previous studies [19,20].

3.1. Numerical Techniques and Validation

The numerical simulations were performed using a commercial program (Star-CCM+
14.02). A two-dimensional axisymmetric steady-state RANS equation with a density-based
coupled solver was applied. Turbulence modeling was performed using the Spalart–
Allmaras model, which can simulate high-velocity external flows. The advection upstream
splitting method (AUSM+) was applied for the inviscid convective term and 2nd-order
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central discretization was applied for the diffusion term. In addition, spatial discretization
maintained the 3rd-order accuracy by applying the Monotonic Upwind Scheme for Conser-
vation Laws (MUSCL), and the gas was considered an ideal gas. Sutherland’s law was used
to compute the dynamic viscosity, and the specific heat at constant pressure was calculated
from the polynomial function of temperature. The combustion gas of kerosene and oxygen
fuel was applied as a gas component with air. For an accurate analysis of the turbulent
flow and boundary layer, the wall condition was set to an isothermal no-slip condition,
and the Y+ value at the wall was set to close to 1. It was confirmed that the continuity
residual decreased to less than 10−3, and thus, stably converged. Figure 5 presents the
mesh domain and boundary types.
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To validate the numerical technique used in this study, the numerical results were
compared with those obtained previously [23], with the aim of analyzing the effect of
retropropulsion on Mars entry. Most retropropulsion technologies for RLV are sought to
enter planets such as Mars and Earth. In addition, as many research results have been
published, it is thought to be suitable for validation.

The geometry [23] of reference simulation is a 2.6% scale model of the Apollo capsule.
The model’s base diameter is 101.6 mm and the nozzle exit diameter is 12.7 mm; the
freestream and retropropulsion conditions are listed in Table 6.

Table 6. Boundary condition of reference [23].

Parameters Values

Freestream
Mach number 3.48

Static pressure [Pa] 4170
Static temperature [K] 8.24

Jet
Mach number 3.48

Static pressure [Pa] 4170
Static temperature [K] 8.24

The Mach number contour and Mach number distribution on the centerline are
presented in Figure 6, and the result can be considered to be consistent with that obtained
for the reference study [23] when the mesh size around the nozzle is 0.5 mm. Therefore,
the numerical technique and mesh presented above were used to analyze the drag in the
re-entry sequence.

3.2. Drag Analysis Results
3.2.1. Entry-Burn Phase

The entry-burn phase proceeded at a high altitude and supersonic velocity, and
the vehicle in this phase generated maximum thrust to achieve maximum deceleration.
Therefore, the freestream condition was set to an altitude of 50–70 km and a Mach number
of 4–7 to observe the tendency of the change in thrust and drag coefficient. The thrust of the
vehicle was fixed at 75 tonf, which is the maximum vacuum thrust of the test launch vehicle.
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Figure 7 shows the force coefficients at different altitudes and Mach numbers in the
entry-burn phase. Cd, CT , and CAF are the drag, thrust, and total axial force coefficients,
respectively, as defined by Equations (5)–(7). As the acting directions of the nozzle thrust
and the external drag force coincide when the retropropulsion is on, the total axial force
acting on the vehicle is expressed as the sum of the drag and thrust.
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As the Mach number increases at the same altitude and the altitude decreases at
the same Mach number, the dynamic pressure increases, and thus, the thrust and drag
coefficient decrease. In addition, the magnitude of the thrust is at least 100 times the drag
force, and the drag is negligible when the thrust is generated under high altitude and
high-velocity conditions, such as the entry-burn phase. Thus, only thrust was considered
in the acceleration calculation in the entry-burn phase, ignoring drag.

3.2.2. Free-Fall Flight

The altitude in the free-fall flight phase is lower than that in the entry-burn phase.
Because the dynamic pressure increases as the altitude decreases, the drag force also
increases and natural deceleration can be performed. In addition, as the starting and
ending conditions differ according to the initial input, obtaining data for a broader range
of freestream conditions is necessary. Therefore, the freestream conditions were set to an
altitude of 10–50 km and a Mach number of 2–6, and the total axial force was equal to the
drag because there is no thrust.

Figure 8 presents the flowfield of the free-fall flight phase, where (a) and (b) indicate
the Mach number and Cp contour at an altitude of 40 km and Mach number of 3.0,
respectively. Cp indicates a dimensionless pressure coefficient by dividing the pressure by
the dynamic pressure and has the same tendency as the drag coefficient. Figure 8a shows
that at the constant altitude, the pressure coefficient around the nozzle decreases as the
Mach number increases. However, as shown in Figure 8b, at the same Mach number, the
pressure coefficient field is similarly formed regardless of the altitude.
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Figure 9a shows the axial force coefficient as a function of the altitude and Mach
number, which is the same to the drag coefficient in free-fall flight phase. As the Mach
number increases at the same altitude, the total axial force coefficient decreases by 0.1–0.3.
In addition, as the altitude increases at the same Mach number, the total axial force coeffi-
cient increases by a maximum value of 0.1, as presented previously [24]. Hence, the total
axial force coefficient in the free-fall flight phase was calculated using Equation (8), which
was derived by curve fitting, as shown in Figure 9b.

CAF = 0.9383 + 3.711 ∗ 10−7 ∗ h − 0.1346 ∗ M + 2.845 ∗ 10−11 ∗ h2 − 2.522 ∗ 10−7 ∗ M ∗ h + 0.01143 ∗ M2 (8)
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3.2.3. Landing-Burn Phase

The velocity of the vehicle exceeds the supersonic velocity in the entry-burn and
free-fall flight phases but decelerates to subsonic velocity when it enters the landing-burn
phase. Both thrust and drag must be considered simultaneously because the drag force
is significant owing to the low altitude and high density in the landing-burn phase. The
freestream conditions were set to an altitude of 1–4 km and a Mach number of 0.3–0.9. A
landing-burn starting altitude of up to 4 km was considered to improve the reliability by
referring to the launch data of the Falcon 9 vehicle [16], although it was set to 3 km in this
study. Four thrust values between 1 and 20 tonf were selected, based on 10 tonf which is
approximately 1/6th the thrust in the entry-burn phase as referred to from Falcon 9. The
drag in each condition was derived according to the Mach number.

Figure 10a shows the drag coefficient according to the Mach number for each altitude,
where the thrust is 5 and 10 tonf, respectively. The drag coefficient was calculated by
dividing the drag force by dynamic pressure and reference area, and the drag force is
obtained by integrating the pressure over the outer surface of the vehicle. At the same
Mach number, the drag coefficient is constant regardless of the altitude but decreases
as the Mach number increases. However, as the thrust increases, the drag coefficient
variation changes, even if the Mach number is equal. Figure 10b shows the result of the
drag coefficient according to the Mach number for different thrusts at an altitude of 2 km.
As the thrust increases, the drag coefficient is higher at Mach numbers of 0.3 and 0.45.
However, at Mach numbers of 0.75 and 0.9, the drag coefficient increases as the thrust
decreases. Figure 11 shows the pressure, Mach number, and temperature fields for thrust
values of 1 and 20 tonf at Mach numbers of 0.3 and 0.9, respectively.
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From the pressure field shown in Figure 11, the pressure variation induced by the
nozzle flow mainly occurs near the outer surface of the nozzle. At a Mach number of
0.3, the pressure around the nozzle is higher at a thrust value of 20 tonf. However, at a
Mach number of 0.9, the pressure is larger when at a thrust value of 1 tonf. As shown
in Figure 11b, when the Mach number is 0.9, the pressure and Mach number drastically
change based on the point where the nozzle flow and freestream flow meet, similar to the
supersonic flow. In addition, as the nozzle thrust increases to 20 tonf, the distribution of
the high-temperature nozzle flow expands to the rear end of the vehicle. Accordingly, the
influence of the high-temperature flow in the vicinity of the nozzle is relatively small, which
makes the temperature and pressure around the nozzle lower. However, when the Mach
number is 0.3, as shown in Figure 11a, the change induced in the flowfield by the nozzle
flow is relatively small, which expands the nozzle flow and increases the temperature
around the nozzle as the nozzle thrust increases from 1 tonf to 20 tonf. Therefore, when
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the Mach number is small, the drag force increases owing to the high temperature and
pressure around the nozzle as the nozzle thrust increases.

As a result of the analysis, it was confirmed that the flight Mach number and nozzle
thrust had a dominant effect on the drag coefficient in the landing-burn phase, which is a
subsonic velocity region, and the effect of altitude was insignificant. Therefore, the drag
coefficient for the Mach number and thrust can be derived through curve fitting as shown
in Figure 12 and Equation (9), which was used to calculate the landing-burn phase.

Cd = 0.459 − 0.9947 ∗ M + 1.78810−6 ∗ T + 0.7253 ∗ M2 − 2.514 ∗ 10−6 ∗ M ∗ T − 7.033 ∗ 10−13 ∗ T2 (9)
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4. Result and Discussion

The re-entry sequence was analyzed under various re-entry conditions, and the
required amount of propellant was calculated. In addition, the amount of propellant
with different values of landing-burn starting thrust was analyzed and the landing-burn
starting thrust for the minimum propellant weight was derived.

4.1. Code Validation Using Flight Data of Falcon 9

The analysis program was validated by comparing the previous analysis results [22]
with the actual re-entry data of the Falcon 9 FT vehicle [16]. The specifications and initial
conditions of the vehicles used in the previous studies are listed in Table 7. The initial
condition was assumed to be the start time of the entry-burn phase.

Table 7. Specification and initial condition of Falcon 9 [22].

Parameter Value

Entry-burn starting altitude [km] 70.0
Entry-burn starting velocity [m/s] 2294.0

Dry weight [t] 22.2
Total propellant weight [t] 36.0

Entry-burn thrust [tonf] 279.6
Landing-burn starting altitude [km] 3.3

The iteration process for determining the minimum required propellant weight was
omitted, and the remaining propellant weight obtained after landing was compared for the
same total propellant weight. To calculate the drag coefficient of the vehicle, computational
simulations were performed under two altitude and velocity conditions based on the
actual re-entry data [16]. Because the geometry of the Falcon 9 vehicle is not axisymmetric
and has nine engines, a 3D analysis with 1/4 symmetric geometry was performed. The
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numerical approach described in Section 3.1 was applied, and two freestream conditions
were selected from the actual vehicle data [16]. The computational grid and freestream
conditions are presented in Figure 13 and Table 8, respectively. The flowfield under Cases 1
and 2’s conditions is shown in Figure 14, and the calculated drag coefficients under each
condition are 1.56 and 1.65, respectively. In a previous study [15], the drag coefficient
was calculated as 1.56–1.61, which is similar to the drag coefficient analyzed in this study.
In previous studies [16,22], it was assumed that the drag coefficient remained constant.
Therefore, the average value of the drag coefficient calculated through the computational
simulations were set to a constant value for the code validation.
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Table 8. Boundary conditions for validation [16].

Altitude [km] M∞ P∞ [Pa] T∞ [K]

Case 1 31.2 4.70 20 021 227.7
Case 2 20.3 2.79 105 510 216.8
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A comparison of the results with those obtained previously [22] is presented in
Figure 15. The thrust variation in the landing-burn phase took the form of a linear equation
instead of a second-order one. This caused a slight difference in the altitude and accelera-
tion; however, most of the results were consistent with those obtained previously. After
landing, the remaining propellant amount was found to be approximately 8 tons; thus, it
was thought that the program could thoroughly simulate the existing vehicle analysis data.
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The actual re-entry data used for the validation were the Falcon 9 FT vehicle’s flight
data obtained for the NROL-76 mission in May 2017. The altitude and velocity data were
extracted from the launch webcast provided by SpaceX [16]. The entry-burn starting condi-
tions included an altitude of 63.5 km and velocity of 1406 m/s; the vehicle specifications
are listed in Table 7. Because the data from the actual vehicle provides only the velocity and
altitude, the comparison was performed only for the corresponding value, as presented in
Figure 16. The entry-burn starting point to the landing trajectory is generally consistent
and the landing time is similar. However, there is a slight difference between the free-fall
flight and landing-burn phases, which is induced by assuming that the drag coefficient is
constant and the thrust in the landing-burn phase has a linear variation. Even if the drag
coefficient is applied as an average value for the entire operating time, it is not a significant
problem for obtaining the overall trajectory because the drag coefficient is not required
in the entry-burn phase and is almost constant in the free-fall flight phase. However, to
obtain more accurate results about propellant weight, it is crucial to consider the drag coef-
ficient variation, especially in the landing-burn phase, which takes up about 20% of total
propellant consumption, as shown in Figure 15f. Through the validation of the analysis
program, the calculation process of the re-entry sequence was found to be valid.
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4.2. Analysis Results under Different Re-Entry Conditions
4.2.1. Entry-Burn Starting Altitude

As shown in Table 1, the entry-burn starting altitude was set to 40, 60, and 80 km, and
the entry-burn ending Mach number was fixed at 3.0 as a representative value. Figure 17
shows the result obtained by varying the landing-burn start thrust from 1 to 10 tonf at an
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entry-burn start altitude of 60 km and an end Mach number of 3.0. As shown in Figure 17a,c,
a small change occurs in the velocity and altitude in the landing-burn phase; however,
the overall tendency with different landing-burn start thrust values remains the same.
Therefore, the results obtained for different entry-burn starting altitudes are presented for
only one starting thrust (10 tonf).
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Figure 18 presents the trajectory analysis results for each entry-burn starting altitude
when the landing-burn starting thrust is 10 tonf. The changes in velocity, altitude, acceleration,
and axial force are shown in Figure 18a–d. The dash-dotted line and dotted line represent the
end of the entry-burn phase and the start of the landing-burn phase, respectively.
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In the case of the acceleration rate shown in Figure 18c, the positive value indicates
deceleration and the negative value indicates acceleration. As shown in Figure 18a, the ve-
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locity and altitude decrease in the entry-burn phase because the deceleration in Figure 18c
increases rapidly by the thrust of the retropropulsion in the entry-burn phase. After en-
tering the free-fall flight phase, the velocity increases. However, as shown in Figure 18d,
the drag increases rapidly owing to the increased dynamic pressure by decreasing altitude.
This leads to an increase in positive acceleration, so that the velocity decreases again. When
entering the landing-burn phase, the deceleration changes due to the thrust variation; thus,
the velocity and altitude change, and finally, the vehicle lands. As shown in Figure 18a,
as the entry-burn starting altitude decreases, the initial free-fall distance and duration
before the entry-burn starts increase, and accordingly, the entry-burn starting velocity
increases and the start time of the entry-burn phase is delayed. However, as the entry-burn
starting altitude decreases, the vehicle reaches the end altitude of the free-fall flight phase
faster, resulting in shorter total duration for landing. Additionally in Figure 18a, when the
entry-burn starting altitude is 60 or 80 km, the velocity increases again after the end of
the entry-burn phase. However, at the entry-burn starting altitude of 40 km, the velocity
does not increase in the free-fall flight phase because of the large drag force acting on the
vehicle at low altitudes. As shown in Figure 18d, when the entry-burn starting altitude is
60 or 80 km, the drag increases after a certain period from the end of the entry-burn phase,
whereas at the altitude of 40 km, the drag is already increased in the entry-burn phase. As
a result, in the case of an entry-burn starting altitude of 40 km, as shown in Figure 18c,
because the acceleration at the end of the entry-burn is already a positive value that acts
in the direction of decreasing speed, the velocity continuously decreases in the free-fall
flight phase. The drag acted earlier at the low entry-burn starting altitude, but the value of
drag is greater when the entry-burn starting altitude is higher. As shown in Figure 18d, as
the entry-burn starting altitude increases, the maximum drag in the free-fall flight phase
also increases. When the entry-burn starting altitude is high, the duration and distance of
the free-fall flight phase increase, increasing the maximum speed within the free-fall flight
phase. Thus, as the entry-burn start altitude increases, the velocity at the same altitude
increases, resulting in an increase in drag.

Figure 19 shows the required total propellant weight, duration of the entry-burn and
landing-burn phases, and the amount of propellant consumed according to the landing-
burn starting thrust at each entry-burn starting altitude. The Mach number at the end of
the entry-burn is fixed at 3.0. The results indicate two main features. First, as shown in
Figure 19a, as the entry-burn starting altitude increases (Figure 19a), the total propellant
weight decreases regardless of the landing-burn start thrust. Second, as shown in Figure 19b,
the durations of both the entry-burn and landing-burn phases decrease as the entry-burn
start altitude increases. However, because the propellant consumption in the landing-burn
phase is constant regardless of the entry-burn starting altitude shown in Figure 19c, the
required total propellant weight is dominantly influenced by the propellant consumption of
the entry-burn phase. As the entry-burn starting altitude increases, the required propellant
weight decreases owing to the reduction in duration at the entry-burn phase. Second, as
shown in Figure 19a, at a constant entry-burn starting altitude, the total propellant weight
decreases with the landing-burn starting thrust.

4.2.2. Entry-Burn Ending Mach Number

In this section, the trajectory and required propellant weight according to each re-entry
condition are analyzed by changing both the entry-burn ending Mach number and the
entry-burn starting altitude. Figure 20 shows the velocity, altitude, acceleration, thrust,
and drag values according to the entry-burn start altitude for different entry-burn ending
Mach numbers. The dash-dotted line and dotted line indicate the entry-burn end and the
landing-burn start, respectively. In addition, because the results are similar regardless of
the landing-burn starting thrust, only the result corresponding to the starting thrust of
10 tonf is presented.
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As shown in Figure 20, as the entry-burn ending Mach number increases, the duration
of the entry-burn phase and time taken to land decrease, regardless of the entry-burn
starting altitude. For the same entry-burn starting altitude, as the entry-burn ending Mach
number increases, the decreasing rate of altitude in the free-fall flight phase increases.
The altitude and velocity at the end of the entry-burn phase are high; thus, the free-fall
flight phase rapidly descends. However, at an entry-burn starting altitude of 40 km, the
decreasing rate of altitude is similar regardless of the entry-burn ending Mach number. At
the end of the entry-burn phase, the altitude is too low, which generates significant drag.
This has a dominant effect on descent.

At a constant entry-burn ending Mach number, increasing the entry-burn starting
altitude decreases the entry-burn starting velocity, which induces the entry-burn ending
Mach number to quickly satisfy the entry-burn duration. However, when the entry-burn
starting altitude is 40 km, the drag increases within the entry-burn phase regardless of
the entry-burn ending Mach number. Thus, the acceleration at the end of the entry-burn
decreases the velocity as a positive value. After the entry-burn phase, the velocity does not
increase in the free-fall flight phase and decreases continuously.

In the landing-burn phase, the thrust is set to increase linearly. The landing-burn
starting Mach number increases with the entry-burn starting altitude and ending Mach
number, and a faster deceleration is required for landing over the same distance. Therefore,
as the entry-burn starting altitude and end Mach number are higher, both the thrust
throttling rate in the landing-burn phase and landing-burn ending thrust increase.

Figure 21 shows the required propellant weight and the time duration for the landing-
burn phase according to the landing-burn starting thrust for each entry-burn ending Mach
number and starting altitude. As the entry-burn ending Mach number increases, the total
propellant weight decreases regardless of the entry-burn starting altitude.
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In addition, as the entry-burn starting altitude increases at the same entry-burn ending
Mach number, the propellant weight tends to decrease, which results from a reduction in
the time duration for the landing-burn phase. However, when the entry-burn ending Mach
number has values of 3.0 and 4.0, the difference between different ending Mach numbers
for the same initial thrust decreases as the entry-burn starting altitude increases. At an
entry-burn starting altitude of 80 km and the entry-burn ending Mach number is 3.0, the
total propellant weight is minimal, which is related to the entry-burn duration.

Figure 22 shows the sequence analysis results for each entry-burn ending Mach
number at the entry-burn starting altitudes of 60 and 80 km. The figure includes average
values for the landing-burn starting thrust at the entry-burn starting altitude of 60 km and
a ratio of the value of 80 km to that of 60 km. The ratio value of 1.0 means that the results
at 60 km and 80 km are equal, and if the value is above 1.0, the result of 80 km is smaller
than that of 60 km. As the entry-burn ending Mach number increases, the entry-burn
duration decreases regardless of the entry-bury starting altitude. It leads to a reduction of
the propellant consumption at the entry-burn phase, resulting in a decrease in the amount
of propellant. In addition, when the entry-burn ending Mach number is 2.0 and 3.0, the
entry-burn duration and propellant consumption at the entry-burn starting altitude of
60 km is larger than those at the entry-burn starting altitude of 80 km. However, when
the entry-burn ending Mach number is 4.0, the result values increase as the entry-burn
starting altitude increases, which is confirmed by the fact that the ratio is above 1 when the
entry-burn ending Mach number is 4.0. This opposite trend appears because the entry-burn
termination condition is set for the Mach number.
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The air temperature decreases as the altitude changes from an altitude of 50 km. At
an entry-burn starting altitude of 80 km, the atmospheric temperature in the entry-burn
phase continuously increases as RLV falls because the entry-burn ending altitude is more
than 50 km regardless of the entry-burn ending Mach number. However, when the entry-
burn starting altitude is 60 km and the entry-burn ending Mach number is less than 4.0,
the ending altitude is less than 50 km. The atmospheric temperature increases and then
decreases again during the entry-burn phase as RLV enters stratospheric region. A de-
crease in the air temperature leads to a decrease in the speed of sound; thus, the velocity
must decrease much more to reach the entry-burn ending Mach number. Accordingly,
when the entry-burn end Mach number is 2.0 and 3.0, and the entry-burn start altitude
is 60 km, a large deceleration is required, which increases the entry-burn duration. How-
ever, when the entry-burn ending Mach number is 4.0, both the entry-burn starting and
ending altitudes are 50 km or more. In addition, at a higher entry-burn start altitude of
80 km, the atmospheric temperature is lower and requires a more significant deceleration.
Therefore, the duration of the entry-burn phase increases, and eventually, the consump-
tion of the propellant in the entry-burn phase increases, increasing the total amount of
propellant required.

However, the required propellant weight decreases generally as the entry-burn starting
altitude or the entry-burn ending Mach number increases, except in some instances of the
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ending Mach number of 4.0 at the starting altitude of 80 km for the entry-burn phase. As
the entry-burn starting altitude and ending Mach number are higher, the duration of the
entry-burn phase decreases. Consequently, it is confirmed that the duration of the entry-
burn phase has a dominant effect on the total amount of propellant required. In addition,
for the same entry-burn starting altitude and entry-burn ending Mach number, as the
landing-burn start thrust decreases, the landing-burn duration decreases due to high thrust
throttling rate, resulting in a decrease in the required total propellant weight. However,
because there is a limitation on the thrust throttling rate, the landing-burn starting thrust
should be adjusted within controllable range.

4.3. Optimization

Based on the results in Section 4.2, a simple optimization procedure was performed
to find a minimum value of the required propellant weight for soft landing. In this study,
Genetic Algorithm (GA) technique was used to optimization. Genetic algorithm (GA) is the
stochastic optimization process that mimics biological evolution. It can solve constrained
and unconstrained problems based on natural selection processes. In the optimization
process, the algorithm randomly selects individual solutions from the current population
and uses them as the parent solution to generate the next generation of solutions. Only the
superior populations survive and evolves to the next generation, and the optimal solution
is sought. The genetic algorithm is robust and not sensitive to initial guess. Since the
algorithm do not require a single point as initial condition but explore a broad solution
space simultaneously and adaptively, it shows good performance to nonlinear complex
global optimization problem. Therefore, in this study, the genetic algorithm is suitable to
find optimal values of variables for landing with a minimum propellant weight.

4.3.1. Objective Function and Variables

The aim of the optimization process is to find the optimal re-entry condition that
can land with a minimum propellant weight. Therefore, an objective function of GA is
represented as follows.

minmp = f (X) (10)

u(X) = 0 & h(X) = 0 (11)

Xlb ≤ Xi ≤ Xub (12)

where X represent the set of variables, and Xlb, Xub are the lower and upper bound of
variables respectively.

The re-entry conditions given in Table 1 were set to variables of GA with the initial
propellant weight. However, the entry-burn ending Mach number was excluded from
the variables according to the analysis results. From the results in Section 4.2.2, it was
confirmed that the minimum propellant weight is always calculated at the maximum value
in the setting range of the entry-burn Mach number, unlike the entry-burn starting altitude.
The variables and lower-upper bound of each variable are presented in Table 9.

Table 9. Variables and constraints.

Variables Lower Bound Upper Bound

Initial propellant weight [t] 2.0 3.0
Entry-burn starting altitude [km] 40.0 80.0
Landing-burn initial thrust [tonf] 1.0 10.0

4.3.2. Optimization Results

The optimal values of each variable for soft landing are given in Table 10. There is no
significant difference between calculation results and optimal values, which means that the
current calculation process can provide optimal results within a given range of variables.
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Table 10. Optimization results.

Variables Calculation Results Optimal Values

Initial propellant weight [t] 2.67 2.665
Entry-burn starting altitude [km] 60.0 61.02
Landing-burn initial thrust [tonf] 1.0 1.01

In addition, trajectory analysis with the optimal values of variables was conducted
according to various cases of the drag coefficient. Three cases of the drag coefficient were
applied to the analysis: general constant value, function obtained from CFD results, and
constant value averaged from the calculation results with function. The first case is the
general constant value was set to 1.5, which is an approximate value used for validation.
The function obtained from CFD results, as the second case, indicate Equations (8) and (9).
In addition, a time-averaged value of the drag coefficient over time calculated from the
second case is the final case of the analysis.

The comparison results of the three cases are presented in Figure 23. The results of
every case in Figure 23 were calculated with same initial propellant weight of 2.665 ton
which is the optimal value. The variation of the drag coefficient of each case is shown in
Figure 23a. The drag coefficient of Case 1 and 3 keep constant over time, but Case 2 have
complex variation. Figure 23b,c present the variation of the propellant weight and trajectory.
Despite the launch vehicle has the same propellant weight for the re-entry, the total duration
to landing and residual propellant weight after landing are different according to how
the drag coefficient is calculated. Furthermore, as described in Section 4.1, the trajectory
results show a difference in the free-fall flight and landing-burn phases according to the
method calculating the drag coefficient, which indicates that inaccurate calculation of
the drag coefficient can induce a landing fail of RLV. As a result, it is important that the
optimization of the re-entry conditions should be performed with accurate calculation of
the drag coefficient.
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eral constant value was set to 1.5, which is an approximate value used for validation. The 
function obtained from CFD results, as the second case, indicate Equations (8) and (9). In 
addition, a time-averaged value of the drag coefficient over time calculated from the sec-
ond case is the final case of the analysis. 

The comparison results of the three cases are presented in Figure 23. The results of 
every case in Figure 23 were calculated with same initial propellant weight of 2.665 ton 
which is the optimal value. The variation of the drag coefficient of each case is shown in 
Figure 23a. The drag coefficient of Case 1 and 3 keep constant over time, but Case 2 have 
complex variation. Figure 23b,c present the variation of the propellant weight and trajec-
tory. Despite the launch vehicle has the same propellant weight for the re-entry, the total 
duration to landing and residual propellant weight after landing are different according 
to how the drag coefficient is calculated. Furthermore, as described in Section 4.1, the tra-
jectory results show a difference in the free-fall flight and landing-burn phases according 
to the method calculating the drag coefficient, which indicates that inaccurate calculation 
of the drag coefficient can induce a landing fail of RLV. As a result, it is important that the 
optimization of the re-entry conditions should be performed with accurate calculation of 
the drag coefficient. 

 
Figure 23. Trajectory results according to cases of the drag coefficient (Case 1: General constant value, Case 2: Function from
CFD results, Case 3: Constant value averaged from calculation result with function). (a) Drag coefficient; (b) Propellant
weight; (c) Range-Altitude.

5. Conclusions

As a fundamental study on the re-entry technology, the re-entry sequence of a space
launch vehicle was established in this study. The trajectory and required amount of
propellant were analyzed under various re-entry conditions, and the results were compared
to the values from the optimization process using GA. To increase the reliability of the
results, the drag coefficient according to the altitude, velocity, and thrust was calculated
through computational simulations. The results of the drag analysis indicated that the drag
force in the entry-burn phase was negligible and the ratio of the thrust and drag exceeded
99:1. However, as the drag coefficient varied under the re-entry conditions in the free-fall
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and landing-burn phases, the drag coefficient was derived as a function of altitude and
velocity for the configuration of launcher applied in this study. The test launch vehicle
(TLV) in Korea was applied to the calculation of the re-entry sequence.

From the trajectory analysis, the required propellant weight according to the entry-
burn starting altitude and ending Mach number with different landing-burn starting
thrust values were obtained. The entry-burn ending Mach number was set to 2.0–4.0, and
the entry-burn starting altitude and landing-burn starting thrust were set to 40–80 km
and 1–10 tonf, respectively. As a result of the analysis, a higher entry-burn starting
altitude and ending Mach number decreases the total duration for landing and propellant
consumption in the entry-burn phase, resulting in a reduction in the total propellant
weight. The propellant consumption in the landing-burn phase shows a slight change
according to the re-entry conditions, which indicates that the propellant consumption of
the entry-burn phase is dominant for the total propellant weight. In addition, for the same
entry-burn starting altitude and ending Mach number, as the landing-burn starting thrust
decreases, the landing-burn duration also decreases, resulting in a decrease in the total
propellant weight.

For TLV, the minimum propellant weight for soft landing is approximately 2.67 t at
the entry-burn starting altitude of 60 km and Mach number of 4.0. However, just as the
condition such as the entry-burn ending Mach number of 4.0, the total propellant weight
may increase as the entry-burn starting altitude increases from 60 km to 80 km, which is
due to the change in the sound speed depending on the altitude. As a result, it is necessary
to select an appropriate re-entry condition if the entry-burn ending condition is set to the
Mach number.

Finally, the optimization process using GA was conducted to compare the calculation
results. The re-entry conditions except the entry-burn ending Mach number were set to
variables for the optimization. From the comparison, it was confirmed that the calculation
results and optimized value are very similar, which indicates that the current calculation
process can provide the output results close to the optimal values. In addition, trajectory
analysis with the optimal values of variables was conducted according to the method that
the drag coefficient is calculated. Two constant values of the drag coefficient were applied
to the trajectory analysis and compared to the optimized result, and it was observed that
the results including trajectory and propellant weight are different according to how to
calculate the drag coefficient. Therefore, it is important that the optimization of the re-entry
conditions should be performed with accurate calculation of the drag coefficient.
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Nomenclature

T∞ Atmospheric temperature
P∞ Atmospheric pressure
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M∞ Mach number
md Dry weight
mp Propellant weight
mp,ini Initial propellant weight
ue Nozzle exit velocity
Cd Drag coefficient
CT Thrust coefficient
CAF Axial force coefficient
ρ Density
D Drag
T Thrust
L Lift
g Gravitational acceleration
V Velocity
γ Flight path angle
h Altitude
S Cross-sectional area
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